Reuters Live Service PLUS allows you to choose among three additional live signals, giving you and your audience direct access to the people, issues and events that are changing our world.

Delivered over the internet, Reuters Live Service PLUS is the perfect complement to Reuters’ flagship satellite live service, featuring additional Showbiz, Sports, regional events and breaking news coverage.

Reuters, the world’s largest international news agency, delivers more global video coverage than anyone else. The speed and breadth of our coverage makes Reuters the essential partner for your 21st century newsroom.

The true value of the world leader

- **We set the standard:** With almost 200 bureaux worldwide, you can be sure our coverage of the world’s biggest stories is accurate, timely and objective.
- **We cover the world:** An unparalleled breadth of content ranging from live breaking news and scheduled events, to live entertainment, sports and quirky stories.
- **We never stop:** With 24-hour crews in all regions of the world, we never miss a thing.
- **We make things simple:** Our easy-to-use editorial planner allows you to build personalized playlists and book current and future events at the click of a button.

To subscribe or learn more about this service, please contact your Reuters Account manager or email us at newsagency@thomsonreuters.com.
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